Regional Operations Assistant Manager
Job Description

Al Dahra ACX, Inc. is offering an employment position as “Regional Operations Assistant Manager” for the
Southern & Eastern Idaho regions. The responsibilities of this position will include, but not limited to,
participant purchasing, protecting, and logistical management of ACX external market and internal farm
inventory along with additional responsibilities as deemed necessary by ACX.
We are searching for a motivated, aggressive, and responsible individual to oversee day-to-day operations
while working with the Regional Acquisition Manager to grow our presence in this region. Given the
agribusiness nature of our industry, we are looking for an individual who is accustomed to the long and
unpredictable hours and days associated with our business. Experience in agriculture is required; a
background in hay and hay harvesting is preferred. Some requirements of this position include:
1.

Lend support and participate in planning and execution of ACX strategy and projects in this region to
encompass the region and others as assigned.

2.

Coordination and processing of purchased product based on management direction with long term
farm contracts/relationships

3.

Customer liaison and sales and marketing responsibilities in conjunction with the local Regional
Acquisition Manager and ACX Executive Management.

4.

Logistical facilitator for field side loading operations for product out-bounds to ACX locations

5.

Protection and accountability of all inventories to include tarping, storage plans, monthly physical
inventory, and all other ACX procedures

6.

Possess the ability to manage and lead any and all personnel and resources assigned to this area

7.

Potential candidate must be willing to relocate to or within reasonable proximity to Idaho operations.

8.

Candidate must possess the ability to properly and safely operate and maintain hay handling
equipment such as telehandlers, wheel loaders, etc. on an as needed basis.
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